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*Drawing with Carpet is an on-going research project  that repurposes an industrial carpet-tufting gun, a held-held machine that stitches wool into a cloth, and asks the question: What happens when you use a carpet gun as a mark-making tool? This is a case study of equivalences, on thinking of something through something else: guns as pencils, carpet workshops as poems, textiles as platforms for conspiracy-—as paper, as a document of the body. The domain of textile as material is most often limited to what we can see, touch and describe about a surface, but it is also a means of description in itself. The publication here entitled Ornaments & Crimes is an abridged version of a larger user manual and artist book, and has been edit-ed specifically to accompany the show, BOREDOM›MISCHIEF›FANTASY›RADICALISM›FANTASY at Collective.   References to other chapters in the original text have been included. 

“It is clear that textiles are not 

words and the differences between them benefit the conceptual 

apparatus of thought at the expense of its sensory equivalent. Thus when an 

activity is labelled as textiles it ceases to be a substance and becomes instead 

a ‘material of thought’, and as such enters into the internal logic of a system 

which tends to privilege the autonomy of the mind. The word becomes surro-

gate for the substance. Despite the evocative power of the word, its potential to 

embody a presence through memory and association, there is a gap between 

word and thing which grows apace as verbal becomes written and written be-

comes printed, as the context of the thing itself recedes from view.” 

Textiles, Text and Techne by Victoria Mitchell



Christian Newby’s Flower-Necklace-Cargo-Net (2021) is a tufted mammoth, a giant tapestry of capricious 
straggle and pterodactyloid wingspan. The no-nonsense title conveniently inventories the elements at 
play in this motif, but as they propagate from edge to edge each instance of fl ower, necklace, or net is 
idiosyncratic, more a mutation than a simple repetition. The various blossom petals and sprigs of foliage 
share formal qualities, family resemblances, and they mingle in a hothouse soup of vegetal informa-
tion quite unlike the usual regiment of fl oral fi ller we fi nd on a textile. Indeed, textile ornamentation—at 
least conventionally, and especially on carpet—doesn’t tend to venture too far off the grid; not surprising, 
since the substrate is a matrix of fi bers, strict as a raster. Pattern, that careful array of self-same shapes, 
so ploddingly regular, only seems to offer Newby its all-overness, its coverage. He ditches the motorik 
predictability of such geometry for a visual rhythm that is less four-on-the-fl oor. This is most evident in the 
kooky splay of cargo-net rope holding all the pictorial innards together. It’s a grid run amok, enlivened 
with variations.

And then there’s the overall shape of this tapestry and its curtain-like rigging: there are moments of 
scalloped sag and dragging tail, and the spread recalls an animal hide or fl ying mammal’s patagium. 
Surely, it’s reasonable to suggest that a pelt is kin to a rug, perhaps even a precursor, an ancestor? We can 
envision some living, snorting mass—poor soul, maybe hooved or with antlers—that is peeled, fl attened, 
its three dimensions pared down to two. The dead surface, just pelage on skin, is laid prone, fur side up. 
It softens, insulates, and is a prophylactic we prefer the earth to wear when touching us, so we don’t get 
too dirty or cold. Meanwhile the quagga coat stripes, leopard rosettes, or cattle dapple busy our eyeballs, 
their cryptic compositions almost fl irting with meaning. 

With the common rug, we rationalize the most magical and quizzical aspects of the animal pelt—squaring 
off its ragged shape, snapping its wild markings to the grid and converting them into regular geometries. 
Even the most eccentric fl ourishes are tamed when duplicated and refl ected along a line of symmetry. 
It’s a decor of domestication, an ordering of disorderly materials. What might seem to be innocuous or-
namentation, that familiar ambigram of creeping fl orals on many “tribal” or “Oriental” rugs, is of course 
freighted with symbolism. Tucked into a tufted spandrel, abstract as rune, we might fi nd a lick of solar 
fl ame invigorating a teardrop of semen, a sprouting seed, a pear on fi re, but then call it paisley. Such 
fi gures can be read, interpreted in conjunction with others, often as a blessing, fertility incantation, or 

warding off of the evil eye. Here’s a tongue-twisting description of a rug motif for protection against 
drought: an ewer jug surrounded by tarantulas sprouts burrs of burdock. (Do visual motifs somehow 
demand poetic phrasing like this? Consider Newby’s 2016 work titled Harlequins on a Hillside Reading 
Newspapers with Palm Leaves and Scum.)

So, rugs are superstitious, yammering spells and prayers under our feet. The encoded function of their 
ornament can be apotropaic—meaning that, like eyes on a Greek kylix or gargoyles perched on a church 
facade, they are meant to transfi x and divert malign forces. Somehow, curses and hardships strike out to-
ward us, but the decorative rug projects a defense, routing them into its tidy garden cul-de-sac and away 
from our bodies. With the rude impositions of the natural world held at bay, the rug becomes a special 
zone for civilized human behavior. In the old-town souk, we fall victim to the carpet-seller’s gambit, a long 
game of mounting hospitality. Before we even enter his stall, there is a theatrical washing of already clean 
hands, then a long pour of sweetened peppermint tea into diminutive cups. Smiling, he leads us by the 
shoulder down onto the rug for a pleasant but strategically interminable conversation. He is assiduous 
in his avoidance of the subject of purchasing this rug, demonstrating its value only through shared hab-
itation. Hours later, leaving without buying would be offensive. Like the wayward curse, we have been 
conscripted into a predetermined sequence, our actions already plotted. 

Tapestry tends to upend the dance-step diagram quality of such top-down programs, for the rugmaker 
and audience alike, as if the simple change in orientation were loosening the motif’s mooring and intro-
ducing the possibility of a z-axis, of things pushing forward from behind. Perhaps Newby’s cargo net is 
a kind of Dutch boy for a leaky dyke, there to keep colorful foibles from falling out of the backing cloth. 
Even the most traditional and art historical of tapestries seem to be holding back a chestburster—medie-
val scenes of boar hunts, military charges, and foreshortened angels keep tearing through fl at patterns 
like the Kool-Aid Man. It’s a gush of pictorial conventions from European painting that appear fi rst as 
polyps between the fl ower buds, then nearly take over the whole shaggy picture plane. Signifi cantly, 
while painters’ guilds dictated the central tableau for sixteenth-century millefl eur tapestries, their fl oral 
backdrops were improvised by the rugmakers themselves, resulting in a fetching disregard for consist-
ency. This emancipation of the carpet-worker’s mind is the mischief and fantasy that Newby drinks of and 
magnifi es.

A Freer Filler
by Andrew Bourne
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Tools
The tool at the centre of this project is a ZQ-II electric hand-tufting gun. It is a hand-held device, 
similar in size to an electric drill. At its tip is a large sewing needle, about the width of a pinky fin-
ger. Underneath this needle are small scissors. The needle pushes through a woven mesh making a 
loop, or series of loops depending on how many strands of yarn you have threaded into the machine. 
As the needle retracts from the substrate the scissors emerge and snip the loop into a tufted pile of 
individual yarn threads. This process happens very rapidly and very abruptly. After about 3 hours of 
stitching the user is advised to clean the various cavities and recesses where greasy yarn particles may 
have situated themselves. The operator needs to regularly check that all of the bolts and screws are 
tight. The rapid movement can loosen them over time. Additionally, the needle and scissor cartridg-
es will regularly need to be removed in order to clean the tool more thoroughly. 

To disassemble and clean the operator will need:

1/8 hex key
5/32 hex key The operator should use quality hex keys. Screw and bolts strip easily.
3/16 hex key
small brush (paintbrush or toothbrush are suitable)
cloth
lubricant (3-in-1 is what I can regularly find)

The gun is made by Dayang Carpet Machinery and sold by Anke Industrial, both companies are 
based in Guangdong, China. Buying machines from Kris, my contact at Anke, costs $200. Repair is 
free as long as you pay for the postage and necessary part replacements. I also have an older Hoff-
mann pneumatic tufting gun but I don’t have easy access to an air compressor or the kind of space 
necessary to keep one running all day long. So the Dayang machine is preferable. It is portable, easy 
to repair on the fly, cheap to buy and have repaired. With that said, it is also temperamental, needing 
constant daily care and attention. 

The device is, beyond all of the violence and  repetition of its components, essentially a stylus. There 
is a pointed tip, a needle, and it leaves its trace behind as you drag it along a stretched cloth surface. 
But unlike a pencil it is heavy, a whole day of tufting can leave your arms and upper body sore. Its 
bulk and its clatter are distracting and tiring at times. But these aren’t always negative descriptors. 
All of that toil and noise are part of the engine that generates what it is you are about to stitch next. 
It creates an envelope around you, surrounding you, drawing you in as the machine pierces and vi-
brates in and out of the substrate. The traces left by the gun are contingent on many things. Fatigue 
might pull you away from smaller repetitive movements and instead prompt a long and fluid line 
that streaks across the work area, interrupting and reconfiguring all of the day’s previous decisions. 
And as you stitch impatiently from the reverse you are aware of the gap that exists between what 
you are drawing, what is being intentionally stitched, and what it is going to look like when you 
walk around to the other side and see for yourself. I use a mix of prepared designs, drawings done 
simply to work through certain formal issues more quickly, and total improvisation—considering 
every stitch in a way that makes working from a design feel more like rote execution. 

Flowers, or
The Powers behind 
Flowers
Throughout this project there is broad use of floral motifs. Employing flowers, or florals rather, 
and regularly occurring vegetal curves and shapes aids in suspending a kind of quintessential car-
pet-form for the errant and scruffy surfaces found here. Rather than trying to completely remove 
the commercially produced textile from the viewer or reader’s mind, the experiments with the carpet 
gun and the drawing of floral shapes enable a clear anchor to where this object comes from. In my 
case, I lean into a more cynical visualisation, where the corporate neutralises the corporal. I see a very 
impersonal place. The presence of tufted stitches, spaced out and visible in relation to the backing 
cloth, and the decorative floral imagery are there to remind the viewer how the tools and materials 
are used; to emphasize its parts. With opening up this object in a literal sense, separating its con-
stituent parts, you can embed new experiments, new stories within the folds of a more traditional 
operational context. At least, that’s what it feels like to me. Floral patterns are an easy door to open 
to achieve this, it links this project with so many other textile formats and contexts. The surfaces in 
use here aid the almost talismanic tufting tool--occupying an interchange where flowers and bodies 
are re-constituted into some strange third category. 

Duration
This term refers as much to quantity, density and quality as it does the passing of time. When you 
pull the gun’s trigger, the arms of the machine spin very fast. There is some degree of control over 
the speed of the machine if you lightly let off pressure to the trigger but this is probably considered 
more of a design flaw rather than a feature. 

Duration is a term I think about when I try to explain how this tool makes different types of marks. 
In addition to its predetermined function of either producing cut-pile or loop-pile tufts the machine 
is capable of making stitches that differ dramatically based on how quickly or slowly the operator 
takes when performing a particular stroke. For example, if you want to draw a straight line and you 
take 10 seconds to make a 50cm stitch you will end up with a very fat and bushy mark. If you make 
another 50cm line but this time only take 3 seconds to do it, you will get a much more sparsely 
distributed sequence of yarn deposits. This effect can be further accentuated depending on what 
kind of yarn you choose to put into the gun, what it’s made of, and how many strands of it there 
are. Generally speaking, I almost always use a single strand but sometimes I purchase surplus cones 
of yarn from eBay meant for knitting machines and often these cones are, to my initial disappoint-
ment, much thinner in real life than their picture. Eventually, this extremely fine yarn became useful 
as I aspired to achieve greater textural dynamism within the works. This idea came from looking, 
and not making the work, standing very close to the work and seeing its surface as a kind of wild 
garden, letting some degree of chance to do the work for me. 

Here’s in an example of a “score” I made to further illustrate how duration could become a new tool 
for this process, how it could work, not as an antithesis to the way it may be experienced or meant 
to function within commercial carpet fabrication firms, but simply living in isolation from a conven-
tional operating context. The score consists of a set of instructions, prompts about marks and how 
long these gestures should take to achieve. 

It is an exercise that looks at the tufted drawing from the outside in, not as a dedicated demon-
stration of the concept that slower lines are fatter lines etc., but as one of many strategies to move 
away from the idea of an object-oriented production, and instead towards a more tacit exploration 
of materials. Providing a score substitutes the image-driven surface with a form of roulette, allow-
ing the operator to exchange the prestige of the hand for that of letters and characters; poems as 
instructions for marks with carpet. 

{score}

Start: { (shift-[)
Shape: ∆(alt-J)
 Curve: U
 Straight Line: | (shift-\)
  Horizontal: c
  Vertical: ç (alt-C)
 Organic Shape: ß (alt-S)
Position: ¬ (alt-L)
 Right: >(shift-.)
 Left: < (shift-,)
 Bottom: (shift--)
 Top: + (shift-=)
 Middle/Centre: -
 Eye-line: ° (alt-shift-8)
 Trunk-line: ‡ (alt-shift-7)
 Knee-line: * (shift-8)
 Above: ^ (alt-I)
 Below: …(alt-;)
 Reposition (from Centre): º (alt-0)
 Units from Centre (Steps):  `
Duration: ∞ (alt-5)
 Unit of time (seconds): /
 Repeat: § (alt-6)
Direction: ≈ (alt-X)
Size/Length/A Size Similar To: • (alt-8)
Stagger/Broken: ¯˘¯˘ (alt-shift-,) (alt-shift-.)
From Existing Position: ¡ (alt-1)
Less pressure on trigger: ≠ (alt-=)
Rest: ∫ (alt-b)
Material: † (alt-T)
 Acrylic from Ebay: Æ (alt-shift-‘)
 80/20 blend from McAndrews Textiles: % (shift-5)
 Lambswool from Jamieson’s of Shetland: ∂ (alt-D)
 Plastic: √ (alt-V)
 Jute: ◊ (alt-shift-V)
Finish: } (shift-])



As a sample of what this might look like I have included both the score and its expanded 
translation:

{
¬-
%
¬-U<
• (snake)
∞/////
∫
`<-
|c*<>
¯˘∆ß (cartoon slime) <_-
U+_->
∞///////////////
∫
¡
• (fi nger-length) ¯˘§(cursive) +>
• (arms span)
∞//////////
∫
¬ Æ <_-
|+>-
∞///
∫
-_> | +<
∞////////////////////
∫
∂ 2U ∆ (watermelon)
∞/////
}

start 
stand in the middle of your workspace 
gun threaded with 2-play 80/20% wool/synthetic blend of any colour 
from the centre draw a curve moving towards the left-hand side 
make this curve the length of a snake 
make in 5 seconds
(rest)

take one step to the left from centre
make horizontal line along your knee-line from far left to far right 
stagger a line in the shape of cartoon slime drips from lower-left-middle-bottom 
 in an arc and back down to lower-right-middle-bottom 
 make in 15 seconds 

(rest)

from this last position… 
 make a sequence of fi nger-length marks staggered in a repeating loop 
similar to cursive and moving upwards 
make the length of your arm-span 
make in 10 seconds 

(rest)

switching to acrylic yarn at left bottom middle 
straight line to top right middle 
make in 3 seconds 

(rest)

from middle bottom right make a straight line to top left 
make in 20 seconds 

(rest)

with the lambswool make a two curves making a watermelon shape top left middle 
make in 5 seconds 
stop 

Materials

Backing Cloth

 Th e fabric used in tufting is most often a polypropylene woven cloth. Variations of this are 
sometimes referred to as Monk’s Cloth. Th ere is a primary and secondary version. Th e primary is 
for the actual stitching. Th e secondary cloth is largely cosmetic, added after a carpet is complete as 
part of the overall fi nishing. It is applied at the end of the process in order to cover up the messier 
aspects of construction, hiding the stitched areas and making the object looked complete. It’s the 
gift wrapping of a rug. I have never had much use for this step in the process, preferring instead to 
show the tangled mess of stitches and exhibiting the threads of yarn that hang from each stitch. 
Usually there is one that hangs at the beginning of a stitch and one at the end. I used to tidy them 
up, snipping them off  as I went along. Now I instead choose to let them stay with the intention 
that it shows more of the work. In its own right, the rat’s nest of colours and diff erent yarn gauges 
tells a more deliberate story of the sorts of choices occurring during the process of making these 
unorthodox textile constructions. 

 Monk’s Cloth, rather than the grey, much more industrial-grade material that I order from 
www.millstek.com is softer, egg-shell coloured fabric that I have ordered from vendors in China. It’s 
a considerably less robust backing but in turn is also much lighter in weight. Being that I don’t en-
tirely cover the backing cloth with tufted stitches the colour plays a fundamental role in the overall 
composition of the works. Unfortunately, these materials do not come in a wide range of colours. I 
have experimented with using alternatives like bleached jute, but these fabrics don’t contain the nec-
essary elasticity required to receive the brutality of the gun’ repetitive needle punctures. Th e weave of 
these substitutes warp and sag and break in most cases. 

Yarn
  
 At the outset, when I fi rst began experimenting with this machine I tended to go on eBay 
and buy whatever cheap acrylic cone that I could fi nd. Random lots of colours seemed limiting to 
any sense of overall consistency that might want to be achieved. But by the midway point I began 
embracing the character these errant material choices might yield. Th ere was no longer a right and a 
wrong way to produce these things. Each strange and random lot of strands felt like I was building 
a tool kit. Neon orange 1-ply acrylic wasn’t the most popular tool but everyone now and again, es-
pecially when making improvised works, I fi nd myself testing its value, stitching a little bit here and 
there in contrast to a beautiful pistachio heather lambswool that I ordered from a mill in the Shet-
lands. As of last year I started using a kind of plastic ribbon, the kind often used for gift wrapping. 
Th e stiff  and slightly unmanageable tuft lends itself to the type of contrast that isn’t bound simply by 
colour and ply thickness. Instead, these ribbons provide unique bristles that poke out of either side 
of the tufting needle, never applying themselves exactly where you want them but on either side of 
where you want to be, like the parting of a river. 

 Most recently in the largest work for the Collective in Edinburgh I have been using very 
thin 1-ply black acrylic yarn as a form of shading. Th e colours and shapes applied earlier still felt 
fl at. Maybe fl at isn’t the word, static is better. Th e smaller individual deposits of black allowed the 
original marks to still remain clear but these smaller, almost dotted ones were able to travel over 
them without obstruction, adding a level of history or labour over top of them—literally looking 
like they have been scratched over top of them, as if to suggest some crude editorial without actually 
subtracting, but instead subduing it. 

 Only recently have I had the opportunity to purchase higher end wools from Scotland. 
Most of them spun with similar but noticeably diff erent shades of lambswool intertwined together. 
Th ese yarns, I’ve noticed, provided a level of subtlety that I’ve sometimes found when loading the 
machine with two or more strands of yarn. Th e diff erence with the Scottish wools is that they are 
very soft, each ply is individually very thin and are of similar tonal value. Th is similarity creates an 
eff ect when standing far back from the work that produces considerably less contrast. An adjacent 
example could be when adding water or oil to paint to produce a graduation in colour from light to 
dark, as well as the vacillation that can occur with more mid-tones. 

 Storage of the yarn has been a consistent issue during this project. Ideally, I have a large 
enough space to accommodate shelving racks that can house all of the yarn with any major visual 
obstruction. Similar to a tray of watercolours, the shelves would allow the user to easily see each 
yarn cone, giving them easy access to all available materials while keeping them off  the fl oor and 
clear from fl ooding and/or pests. Instead what I have is a multi-coloured coronal arc around me; 
1kg cones piles on top of one another and creating constant trip hazards. Together, the frame and 
all of the diff erent cones indicate might indicate to some a lack of technical and organisational care, 
but similar to the frame itself, the whole practice as it exists in my studio, is oblique. It is improvised 
and impulsive, in service to the most immediate needs. At times, I do fi nd myself ‘taking care’ of my 
studio or practice in ways that are informed by the sheer pragmatism embedded in my freelance job 
as an art technician. Sturdy, secure, safe, effi  cient. Th ese are the kinds of considerations necessary to 
a quality performance of duties. My studio practice, instead prefers the slanted, the mobile and the 
slipshod method of making, or let’s say drawing. Rather than erase a mistake, run through it and 
incorporate it. 



 The Frame

 The frame is the workspace or laboratory; it is the filament that lights up when fed power; 
and an architectural obstacle that separates the work that is taking place and work just done. My 
tufting frame is an oblique structure, consisting of 3x4” timber, one side covered in Carpet Gripper 
strips—rows of tiny shark teeth that not only scratch you but adorns these scrapes with little purple 
halos. The frame is free-standing, a pair of A-frame feet planting it solidly. Previously it had caster 
wheels but because of an overall wonkiness within its construction, the wheels were removed. The 
structure needs to be able to stay firmly in place as the operator leans in to each mark. With the 
removal of the wheels the frame was sufficiently static. In Virginia, where my parents’ live, I have 
a smaller, more modular tufting frame and during an artist-in-residency programme I have had to 
build them. In Lagos, I had one very similar to the one in Virginia. In Hong Kong I had, what I 
would call, a standard size for my workshop, a 3-metre wide by 2-metre tall frame, a format that just 
about maximizes any studio space that I can afford in London (approx. something that will fit inside 
a 10-15 metre square space). 

 The Gun

 I refer here to the ZQ-II by Dayang as a material (or maybe as a subject) as well a tool. In 
doing so I don’t physically alter the way the device operates mechanically but it did provide an added 
conceptual consideration that the process of experimentation with this object and its affiliate mate-
rials benefitted from. In the case of this research, the fundamental components to industrial carpet 
production are being given the same oblique treatment, where each potentially undergo a process of 
subjection, becoming a subject in their own right. This happens externally through creative writing 
or descriptive and anecdotal analysis, and also internally, directly interfacing with the gun, yarn and 
frame as materials alongside the ambit of supplementary drawings, notes, and Covid-lockdown 
projects that gusset this practice-led research. 

Before moving to London I had producing very large A0-sized screen prints in Glasgow. It was a 
relatively inexpensive way to produce large works, in multiples, and that can be very easily stored. It 
was harder to gain the same access to a print workshop in London but continued to keep making 
works on fabric, hand-painting mostly but also some printing at home. The tufting gun dovetailed 
into all of the different conceptual and formal reference points that were present in my practice 
at that time. The experiments prior to this discover required something that I didn’t have a lot of, 
whether that was space, or experience, or most importantly, patience. 

In the end I bought a cheaper gun from China rather than the more adjustable and pneumatic 
Hofmann device from Germany.

The Dayan electric cut and loop pile tufting gun is about the same size and weight as a standard drill 
but with a large sewing needle on the end about the width of my pinky finger. To load the machine, 
you have to thread the yarn through the spring and into the eye of the needle. Thinner strands of 
yarn, in my case where so little yarn is being threaded, will regularly fall out—with conventional 
carpets there is three or four strands of 2-4 ply yarn loaded and are too thick to fall through the 
needle’s eye. Constantly losing your thread used to be a substantial annoyance when I was trying 
to make tapestries with any kind of rigid design or plan of execution, but after a while I got better 
at loading the machine as well as using these frequent pauses to stop and look at what I was doing 
and where I could go next. It encourages a more direct engagement with the gun and the yarn and 
the surface of the backing cloth—a means of appreciating differently depending on where along the 
surface you look, or on which side.
 



open shutter
wash hands 
turn on stereo
connect to wi-fi 
boil kettle
hang a little curtain in the window so people can’t see when I dance
put on apron
plug in gun
stand back 
where draw, what colour
(lime acrylic)
thread gun
climb stool and try not to get my yarn tangled around me
stitch
stand back 
where draw, what colour
(aubergine lambs wool)
thread gun
climb foot stool
stitch…

This section is a supplement made between August 2019 in Hong Kong and December 2020 in London. What this is, this thing you have here now, is here to indicate that, from now until the end of the episode entitled “Ornaments & Crimes”, you are viewing one thing, or rather, that I am walking you through a scenario typifying a routine. It’s the easiest way I know now to describe textile. This is a dramatization made of a wayward approach—when the needle starts cloth to vibrate, and work separates. The machinery that wraps you in an envelope of noise and caution is hollow inside. And within it you can burrow your little fi nger around in it, and then your whole hand. The metal slaps in an arc above you. You carpet. Or you, carpet! You’re now in up to your armpits and its enough to imagine a story where you are a projection of some other gun. Never in long enough to fi nd any sort of company though so you sort of just tumble around. You think the other guns can’t do this. In the back of your mind you think stabs at science fi ction will pay something forward, but even further back in there you know this isn’t true. 
To set the stage, in the Stamford Hill neighbourhood of North East London my studio is a small street-front unit on the ground fl oor of a more modern apartment building. It’s down a side street. There’s a pub conveniently called The Gun, opposite that is a small mosque, a playground and a housing estate.                                                                      -May 2020



Ornaments & Crimes

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
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[I got myself stuck on building this scene, or maybe it’s a parallel universe where there’s a 
person working in a factory making carpets in the near future. I use it as a tool for quality control 
sometimes...]

1.
At the beginning it happened a lot. The weight of the machine and the violence of its moving parts made 
it diffi cult to maintain control. Initially, you tend to lean back as the ‘needle’ thrusts in and out of the 
mesh. Instinctively you doubt you’re doing it correctly or that any device with that much agitation and 
snap built in, not fi xed fi rmly to the ground, is doing anyone any good. In that fi rst second, when you fi rst 
see it in action it has all of the initial spectacle and existential fear of an actual gun. There’s even a morbid 
gravity that can pull you toward it, inviting your fi ngers to its clattering gears, whilst also warning of its 
desire to make quick work of them.

The factory is a place, that mostly relies on people rather than large machines to construct both mass-mar-
ket and bespoke tufted carpets.

Sometime, during a future recession, our main character lives. 

Their voice or way of speaking is an interior one. It’s something the reader should know is happening as 
they work. They may refer to places outside of their employment but generally this space in which you 
experience them is a bracketed and confi ned one. 

They used to enjoy making these objects. They think about other jobs they could be doing and feel better 
about getting to make something that is really amazing to regard, to witness the occasional jewel in the 
crown of some lucky person’s living or dining room set. But much of the time they churn out pretty drab 
stuff. 

>
But once primary backing is tightly stretched
And the assignments have been allocated
Us operators set ourselves to the monk’s cloth.
It’s neither workshop nor atelier.
Neither a warehouse but maybe a factory
But we are not kept, or not exactly immobile
Not the furniture: not the shearing machines and forklifts.
Like water.
Brick and concrete, corrugated steel and canvas tents, and damp
Cater to corners of ‘industrial crafts’—advertised as ‘handmade’
Or constructed by ‘master’ this or ‘master’ that.
Not entirely a lie. Some are. I’m not. 
It’s mostly sales vernacular.
>
Behind a shelf is a painted sign
It welcomed visitors, a showroom
Artisan Workshop confi rmed the care and precision
Expected by the clientele.
These words, actually written in a language most of us don’t speak
Was a signpost to all who can.
Things determined by pride and skill, and hierarchy, but soft hierarchy, a formality.
An inscription of quality on their backsides. Which I hear does really happen.

Some romantic standards for interior furnishings:
That they be made by us.
Technical human magic; technical deftness over their material 
Through imperceptible and tacit negotiation.
Those that market the things we build are challenged to invoke
The author, the fabricator, and build a sidecar for the customer to sit in.
This is empowered by them, their taste, no? 

Conjured by the terms above there are chances for the user
Or consumer or window shopper to view adjacent imaginaries to what we do:
Quality is something slow and thoughtful. 
The gun is a machine gun
Pumping out geometrics in a day and fl orals in a week.
>

2.
I don’t exactly do any of these things in quite the same manner as the operator but everything included 
here is stemming from an adjacent experience. 

My fi rst impulse is to describe a factory scene somewhere in one of China’s newer industrial hubs like 
Guangzhou or Shenzhen in the Pearl River Delta. At the moment, I’m writing this from Kowloon City in 
Hong Kong but I have never been to any of these places on the mainland, with the exception of one in 
Xiamen for a day, and fi nd it problematic to depict this narrative in anywhere but a type of non-place, 
somewhere with no proper nouns, no names of people or places. 

The operator is someone who is now not only bored but anxious. The place is cold and damp, and doesn’t 
have a place for everyone to each their lunch. They sit on the various stacks and crates of materials dotted 
around the large room where they work. When it’s nice outside they sit on the piles out in the yard, next 
to a raised bed and some terracotta planters where someone had once attempted at a garden. 

Operator’s note (written on the back of a receipt during a lunch break): 

gun: a tool. 
messages sieved through screens.
muffl e voice/body. 
beware of rich and superior quality. 
beware of all quality! 
beware of romantic proxies. 
beware of those in praise of the hand 
beware of sharks.

This is a world-building exercise designed to suss out some of the more problematic relationships that I 
drift to while I make my tufted carpets drawings. It’s a cathartic mini-play that purrs and rattles up through 
my hands and arms and to my shoulders, until they reach my head, built from the things I have probably 
recently read and the kind of misanthropic outrage felt when reading the news or looking at Jacob Rees 
Mogg’s horrible Tory face.

So the operator one day decides to make a small detour from the design they have been tasked with: a 
modern-fl oral-boho-classic of roses that elevates your noble home without you having to worry about 
your garden wilting. They add an additional petal to one of the fl owers. Later that same day they also 
tufted a vine that snaked in and around the composition. 

On subsequent jobs they continue making small and imperceptible additions. With each decision they 
start feeling a sense of authorship, albeit without anyone else’s knowledge. 

>
Tufter doesn’t have a very nice ring to it. 
Regarding what I do in this place 
I guess I’d rather not be referred to at all by others.
>

3.
They were made very slowly. At fi rst, working this way seemed most pragmatic. Knowing when to begin 
production on these annexed moments is vital to not getting caught. Getting caught wasn’t really that 
great a fear, even at fi rst. It was, for the operator, a line drawn between the predetermined carpet that 
they were responsible for constructing and whatever it was they were doing. The operator didn’t consider 
these two activities to be one and the same. 

The fl owers made for them and the fl owers made for someone else were different. 

This exercise was once just a list, a checklist. This checklist was for me. It was a set of instructions to myself 
to help move around the universe I felt I was building with the gun as a drawing tool. It started as useful, 
then more farcical suggestions that quickly moved away from any instructional value altogether. 



The operator starts writing messages; curling ornamental codes amongst the grapevine, chained togeth-
er from rug to rug as in a sequence. Like my checklist, they were quite irreverent phrases, strings of words 
that they thought of as being fl ung far into the ether. 

Like a fl ipbook the operator imagines their added tendrils and quatrefoils, sometimes even sneaking in 
whole words and phrases, animating from one rug to the next, like watching a signal fi re ignite one still 
image at a time. It started as a fl irtation. Heavily camoufl aged still, they understand that to stay obscure 
is a line drawn between them and many other things. They’ve cultivated the idea that if they start to eek 
their way out into the light that others will respond in solidarity and soon there will be some kind of 
shadow brigade of carpet makers, all secretly enjoying themselves, propelled by their new found agency, 
all under the guise of just executing briefs. But ultimately, the operator sees the foolhardiness in this 
campaign. They know that because of the limitations to altering the work expected they run a risk of be-
ing caught, and because of their superfi cial commitment to the ideals of their own fantasy, they choose 
instead to chip away at their project from a crouched position, a defensive position, one surrounded by 
blind spots. And on some level these blind spots egg the game one further. It does serve as a blank page. 
I guess there is something in this gap that I’m trying to describe. Something  altogether anxious and 
exciting. 

And so it moves like mud, not out of any arch sense of epic control or to undermine the factory, but maybe 
more in a passive-aggressive capacity. It continues for years. What started as fancy, as a restless impulse 
to determine the next stitch, became an agitated feeling of self-satisfaction, where stealing no longer felt 
like stealing anymore.

>
Assignments given to us had more ‘modern’ themes:
Asymmetric blobs and geometric chevrons rendered in a multitude
Of colourways.
Maintaining interior character through continuity.
Handsome, maybe. 
But not overly attractive.
Nor discernible from your interior’s cast of characters.

Often times we had only stripes
Big fat bans of bright
Pumping out, on and on
For months it seemed we were making these just to throw away
They were such non-things.
Imagine buying one of these over anything else put in front of you.
In nature you imagine that everything dovetails into everything else in some way.
The maintenance of balance.
But these feel like they have no point of origin. 
But I’m the point of origin
The Earth’s sweaty underarm, the impossible vacuum-formed thing
Existing to fl ow from vendor to vendor.

I’m no snob but
They are made in fugue states
And still with fi ne fi nish.
I could already see it poking out indignantly from a landfi ll
Or rolled-up in front of someone’s house
With broken toys, board games, and gothic romance paperbacks.
Born with determination to be waste. Born with vacancy. 
An absence that this was meant for anyone
But instead was conceived by the law of averages
If priced low enough someone would buy.
How this is achieved is both familiar and completely overwhelming.
>

4.
At times, the operator’s vignettes could describe the rug, the overall context of where they’re made and 
the details of the operator’s secret additions to it. Other times as a brief or instruction for the next order or 
project requested. Quite often the operator describes speculations on where they see these small muti-
nies are leading. These are spoken of in terms of images they would like to see created; these span from 
playful and outlandish to outspokenly radical. 

The episodes include monologues by the operator wherein they struggle to imagine their private cam-
paign as potentially useful; a playful and subversive form of social praxis, teetering between notions of 
connecting with their fellow operators and the clientele who enjoy these objects or to just deviate, to 
meander, allowing the stitches to travel astray of their pre-determined instructions for the sake of it. 

The factory is described as an experience that at one time invoked a sense of simple magic - the idea 
that someone could spend their work day tufting fl owers and other beautiful ornaments, and that these 
objects would be adorning people’s homes, lots of different people’s homes. The factory is also described 
in terms of its banality, its rigidity, its top-down order. These traits are at the heart of what confl icts the 
operator. They understand that part of what determines this tension has to do with the fact that the gun is 
a handheld tool. They know that these shapes and fl oral patterns need nothing more than the operator’s 
loyalty to the design. If they were at the helm of some other stationary machine their temptation, their 
ability to deviate, would be less available. This is what makes the gun unique and what propels their 
imagination. 

As they continue to pursue this series of improvisations they slowly begin to feel that these moments are 
playful because they’re out of place, alien to what propels the operator’s own employment at the factory. 
Work and play and fl owers and textiles - these basic characteristics begin to separate themselves, as if 
they were in a centrifuge. Sometimes the operator takes their foot off the gas a little and steps back in line 
for a while, letting these components congeal together again. They would consider this tactic all part of 
the way they control time -strategically reaching whatever microscopic goal they have set for themselves; 
weaponising patience as a form of subterfuge.
>
And now we’re mostly occupied
With what was once mostly classical European and Persian themes

From colour plates of old catalogues 
You can witness our era losing 
The literal and fi gurative threads of why a fl ower was drawn that way
Instead of that way.
Sales pitches slither under the doors of exact epochs 
Making you feel like a link in its provenance. 

We are not here to be emboldened by style
We live in an interchangeable confi guration 
Of the 100 years of books we still have left on the last 5000 years.
Who gives a shit if a human makes a bunch of stripes
Or polka dots or Tweety Birds with
Our machine, our technique, its chattering gears.
In less than 200 years this thing has hardly been improved
A tool caught stifl ed in some cost-cutting time machine.
>

5.
Um, wait, let me backpedal some of this a little. First by saying that the reader is going to have to know 
that this is a test, a practice run, a pillow to occasionally scream into. It’s a series of surrogates, who’s func-
tion is to behave fallibly and partially. It’s meant to catch the different ways I see myself using language 
to construct an internal logic related to values that are applied when tufting. It is not about isolating errors 
before others do, but rather to clarify and differentiate ways that I, as an individual, develop meaning 
from the practice of textile production, this includes performing the role of interlocutor between different 
kinds of ‘voices’. The term textile invokes broad associations, some of them more visual or tactile, linked 
to a subject like fashion; some of them philosophical or tied to language, functioning largely as theoret-
ical analogy; and some related to personal experience and memory. My earlier comments about my job 
paint a dim view of things, but are ultimately in the service of recording other ways of formulating an 
expanded textile practice, or at least to provide a running commentary on the actual, physical trials with 
this machine. 

>
My station consists of a small metal stool and an upright:
///Aluminium Box Section Frame with Carpet Gripper 
Attached to stretch and hold the Primary Backing Fabric 
Used for Hand-Tufting 
With Rail-set for horizontal travel of balancer supporting 
The Hofmann Handtuft Gun, and Balancer to counteract and offset the weight of 
The tufting gun during vertical movement ///.

In the hotter months we move the operation outdoors
And work underneath a large tent covering a basketball court.
Tiny clouds and particles of wool coat all surfaces like a pollen
Nesting in the back of your throat

I imagine there’s a courtyard
In the middle of a nearby block of fl ats.
Perfectly placed, unwittingly 
For the coloured swarms of fuzz to collect:
Cotton spider webs through a prism.
I imagined a small city park in a port city

Um, wait, let me backpedal some of this a little. First by saying that the reader is going to have to know 
that this is a test, a practice run, a pillow to occasionally scream into. It’s a series of surrogates, who’s func-
tion is to behave fallibly and partially. It’s meant to catch the different ways I see myself using language 
to construct an internal logic related to values that are applied when tufting. It is not about isolating errors 
before others do, but rather to clarify and differentiate ways that I, as an individual, develop meaning 
from the practice of textile production, this includes performing the role of interlocutor between different 
kinds of ‘voices’. The term textile invokes broad associations, some of them more visual or tactile, linked 
to a subject like fashion; some of them philosophical or tied to language, functioning largely as theoret-
ical analogy; and some related to personal experience and memory. My earlier comments about my job 
paint a dim view of things, but are ultimately in the service of recording other ways of formulating an 
expanded textile practice, or at least to provide a running commentary on the actual, physical trials with 



Nestled halfway up one of the many granite hillsides.
In perpetual shadow of a half-dozen high-rises
Staggered along a dramatic vertical grade of rock and tropical humidity.
Despite drudgery and daydreaming, the rattle and the hum
Despite much of what I’ve said before.
I think of those things.
What we do is for indoors and we are out.
Carpet, the spun material
Isn’t always entirely natural and 
Letting acrylic and polyester fl uff just fl oat away is upsetting.
>
As I hold the gun
Focused on the even columns of stitches
Steering its advancement
My posture: a fi rmly planted contrapposto
The rate at which I fi ll the design as the summer sunrise
Slices the basketball court in two
How fast or how slow and ultimately how much yarn is being 
Deposited into a given set of stitches.
There’s a certain kind of meditation taking place
And that’s when I struggle to to think about much else besides
The motions and materials, situating themselves, tightly
Within these passing fugues I am limited to particular spectrums of concentration
Daydreams manage rarely to leave the perimeter of carpet-form
And instead churns out a feedback loop of cheap epigrams and one-liners
Doodles and other bad graffi ti.
>

6.
What, if only parenthetically, would happen if they began trying to communicate with those individuals 
who purchased these particular rugs? The customers. Aside from blatant language how would/could they 
accomplish this? Not after purchase, but through the object.

Do these messages and interjections and subversions become more and more apparent? What if they 
could convince others to do the same?
What if the people on the other end began to respond in some way? How far can we push this line of 
thought? How much excitement can we squeeze from the blank spaces before they become blind spots 
again?
>

A luxury yacht…
The cohort works on different appendages of a central motif.
A cannibal blend of medieval Celtic with interruptions of Persian fl ora
And blocky Greek borders.
It’s easy to see where they are cut and pasted together.

At its most fl amboyant and uncommon
Clients demand the inscription of a mood or feeling ‘illustrated’
Our most illustrious clients, indeed.
But rare as I said.

Given to construct newness through the predilections of others makes me uneasy.
Imagine these forms in their production
Backing cloth stretched, standing upright and bare
I am working on the backside
Underside if you think of them as fi nished.
The user stands topside looking down upon it
Being seen on one side through something not-so-invisible
That separates my hands, the motions of the body
And the person on the other side
Those who feel gratifi ed by their things in praise of the hand
Still lack the imagination to see this attractive surface as a social impediment between us.
Beware standing, beware regarding, beware sitting or undressing
Beware Quality!
>

7.
Useful points of reference…

Martha Rosler’s SERVICE A Trilogy on Colonization 
Studs Terkel’s Working
Roberto Esposito’s Persons and Things
Violet Newstead’s Whoops!: How to Poison Your Boss
William Morris’ News From Nowhere
Marge Piercy’s Woman On the Edge of Time
Carnaud Métalbox’s A Towel is a Tiger Cage
Penelope Spheeris’ The Decline of Western Civilisation
John Robert’s The Intangibilities of Form
The Descendants’ Two Things at Once
Robert Penn’s The Furniture Sits On You
David Markson’s Wittgenstein’s Mistress
Stewart Brand’s Whole Earth Catalog
Helen Snowdon’s Craftsmanship in the Machine Environment
The Journal of Decorative and Propaganda Arts
Camille Henrot’s Is it possible to be a revolutionary and to still love fl owers?
Giorgio Agamben’s Notes on Gesture from Infancy and History
Ivan Illich’s Tools for Conviviality
Siegfried Kracauer’s The Mass Ornament
J. Neville Bartlett’s Carpeting the Millions
William Gibson’s Neuromancer
The Libertarian Handbook to Textile Ecologies
Jean-Luc Moulène’s Objets de Grève

>
A palette variation of No.9 Fresh Wood Ashes and No.90 Peach Blossom
discreet pale greys and soft pink tans 
with darker No.40 Imperial Purple1* outlines
A popular contrast to the snow-blindness of beige.
It was the fi rst 
And urgent was the extra petal
Registering that anything was happening at all 
Something to save both of us, the cloth and I, from disappearing.

Scanned its surface for combinations of risk and total concealment
Committed like a refl ex
The physiological programming that keeps my head and my hands wired tightly 
Paradiddled a quick and mild transgression.
Treating a passing boredom with granules of insurgency.

These objects are not images, they are surfaces
Visible to users in a most peripheral way.
Within the confi nes of even a large job
An aped sense of scale persists
Splitting the desires of clients 
With the physical world.
Initial manoeuvres were wee, cautious
But each advance migrated from routine
Towards mounting control.
A jailbreak.
The cloth, the gun, the yarn, the shipping, the clientele 
The drum, the chime, the scrape, the splash, the jerk.
>

8.
The operator at this stage in the story could try to describe how they imagine their secret activities fi tting 
into or overlaying the normal routine of the factory. They know that the work they are doing is not their 
own. They know the kinds of clientele that the work is for. They talk about how little these people know of 
the place that makes these generally beautiful objects. They imagine a regime of production impercepti-
ble to anyone but themselves. They do this at fi rst as a way combating boredom but then slowly see it as 
a way of re-activating a critical and creative component lost somewhere in the workaday repetition. They 
compound this banality with a larger socio-political reality that extends very far beyond the self-centred 
indignities suffered in this place. This fear and anger provokes a need for retribution. They know this feel-
ing isn’t a very refi ned one, but it’s lumpy and caustic state satisfi es something within them nonetheless. 
And since this operation is unknown to everyone they feel little shame. Ultimately, they are not propelled 
forward by this but instead by what they refer to as the “project” that emerges from these minor carpet ad-
ditions. Somewhat ironically, what is supposed to function as the part of this exercise that is not supposed 
to come across as dystopian is quickly beginning to sound that way. Because of the virus I have been left 
largely to my own devices. No work, no social obligations other than phoning my family in Virginia once 
a week. Just myself and an average day that sees me attending to half a dozen “projects”—building junky 
tables, hand-painting dresses, sculpting small fruits from wax, cleaning out the basement, recording mu-
sic in the basement, printing a newspaper about gardens with friends, growing mushrooms out of toilet 
rolls... On top of this and underneath all of this is fear, isolation and anxiety by way of all measures of 
communication. The extent to which a government can care for or absolutely fail their community is laid 
bare. One becomes aware of the difference between rules and principles—is one actually putting others at 
risk or simply breaking the law. And in light of all of this darkness I have never been in service to my own 
creative impulses as much as at this moment. (Written between May and August 2020)

>
Pride in work grew out of a need to cover my tracks
Quality gave cover to crusade.
Changes hidden by otherwise perfect execution.
A sequence, a succession but not an animation

1 Colour swatches have been appropriated from a copy of Werner’s Nomenclature of Colours, Adapted to Zoology, 
Botany, Chemistry, Mineralogy, Anatomy, and the Arts by P.Syme, 1821. 



…oil gun
sweep up stray yarn and fl uff
wash dishes
wash hands
remove temporary curtain
take photo of today’s progress
turn off stereo
close shutter.

A leaf doesn’t dance across the ‘rug’:
The rug being 10 or 20 or 100.
I wish it did. That’s pluck. 
In reality, making a leaf dance from one rug to the next, to dance across the collective rug, this pro-
tracted and sleepy enterprise, was something I wanted to do but simply lacked the fi nesse needed to 
perform it. But imagining this sleight-of-hand helped amplify the project in my mind.
And being capable of such exhibitionism incited something that gathered up all of my usual anxieties
And then sharpened it at the end like a stick.
Line them up!
I want you to see them. But not also not see them.
I want you to doubt them. Be suspicious. 
I’ll tell you when it’s too late not to be. 

Started to keep a list
Logging changes with small illustrations
Almost as satisfying as tufting
The notebook formalised it.
The project expanded outwards
It was given a horizon and plotted points
Way-station to way-station piloted through a gloom
It felt like good admin for whimsy.
An ellipsis of control and self-doubt.
What was initially a playful and necessary diversion led to a dual sense of organisation 
And a whoop! and screech! - rushes of new ideas released from a fraught bull pen.
>

9.
The operator starts to refer to their process as tending to a “garden”. The analogy is obvious but at this 
moment it helps them to think through the idea they’re operating at two different production registers 
when working on these textiles: the one that is obligated to fabricate tufted carpets and the other, an er-
rant and deviant mark that abides by a personal and totally subjective order. Thinking about these marks 
as deliberate strategies in a larger enterprise the operator is able to draw lines from one set of stitches 
on one rug all the way to another rug completed at a much later date. Success and failure are bracketed 
between these gestures, determining each rug’s place within an overall ecology of carpet. 

>
It’s nice to have a garden to tend to
To put your unrefi ned delights and indictments of the world 
Into some abstract order
Each column planted as a way to fi rmly claim what you know so far
Added with the expectation that it will grow to later reveal something new.

Caring for an undermining scrawl
Or protracted graffi ti sequence. 
Miniaturisation.
What it might feel like to make jewellery.
Or, to use the dainty tools.
A desk that seems clear of objects
But as you approach has an arsenal of fi ne metal instruments and clamps
Stones and magnifying lenses neatly 
Occurring within the halo of a desk lamp.

A know-nothing of jewellery
A scale-model of the outside’s infl uence on the tip of a needle
Once you leave the desk you were excised from it entirely
Removed from the vignetting of the lamp and the lenses.
>
The curse of the “project” meant that I could fi t inside it and lose orientation.
Its autonomy: a sovereign campaign creating its own idiosyncratic order  of things
And laying down a grid, a bed, a locale,
Assigning them strange utility towards some common course.
>
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